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Abstract: Like any instrument, image sensors exhibit limited sensitivity to the world being limited in, e.g., spatial extent,
spectral range, resolution and brightness range. As examples, a camera captures only the unobstructed parts of a scene; at a
degree of resolution determined by the number of pixels; in gray scale, color, or beyond, e.g., in the infrared range; having good
color/brightness distinction only in a certain dynamic range and for detectable contrast values; and all of this within the field of
view.
Past two decades have witnessed remarkable progress in overcoming these limitations, by compensating for the missing data
by learning to make image-based, data-driven predictions, or extending the capabilities of the cameras to avoid the misses to
begin with. We will discuss some such methods for recovering (1) Missing parts of a 2D image, and (2) High spatial frequency
details not resolvable with the low resolution of the image. We then discuss (3) Extension of this framework to fill spatiotemporal holes in 3D, video data, and (4) Detecting small, faint, moving objects in a spatio-temporally noisy background. All
of these methods combine data driven, learning based approaches with suitable structural criteria. They jointly reconstruct
appearance and motion attributes of the scene in a temporally coherent fashion, while exploiting physically grounded constraints
such as scene specific geometry. The learning algorithms used do not require a large, exhaustive set of visual examples.
Extension of a camera’s (5) field of view, (6) dynamic range and (7) contrast require changes in the basic imaging capabilities;
we present examples of hardware enhancements of the cameras that provide such extensions.
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